Latin has five separate declensions.
All Latin nouns go into one of the five possible
declensions or categories.
Each declension in these lessons will use a
different color.

The Latin student can identify the correct declension by looking at the genitive singular ending. This ending
will appear in all vocabularies or dictionaries. femina, feminae f. woman
Femina is the nominative and feminae is the genitive singular for the first declension.
If you drop the ae of the genitive you have the base which is femin__.
All other endings will be added to that base.

Syntax of each case: (How the word is used in the sentence)

1'st Declension:
Nominative

a

ae

Subjects and Predicate Nouns

Genitive

ae

arum

Ownership

Dative

ae

is

Indirect Objects (other uses will be shown in later lessons)

Accusative

am

as

Direct Objects and some phrases

Ablative

a

is

Phrases (many adverbial will be shown in later lessons.)

Vocative

same as
nominative

*( abus) will replace (is) in the dat & abl.
plural. for the words dea and filia.

Direct Address (In Latin the Vocative will always be
surrounded by commas.)
* The syntax will not change as you change declensions.
*The endings and gender will change.

Almost all first declension words are feminine in gender.There are some masculine words in the first
declension. The only time that will become a problem for the learner is if you are modifying them with an
adjective. To be discussed in a later chapter.
*Nouns and adjectives must match in 1) case 2)gender 3) number. They do not have to match by
declension.
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Thanks for using our site. We hope you find this material useful and enjoyable.
Here are a few of the Subjects and Articles you can find at JSBachfoa.org
Photographs and Personal experience with the attack on the World Trade Center, September 11,
2011
Articles about J S Bach including:
1. How he wrote his music (disclosed for the first time ever)
2. The relationship between Bach's Music and the attacks
3. Examples of Bach's keyboard music, as he heard it
4. Sheet Music
Beethoven, too (What's he doing here?)
Literary and Historical Articles including:
1. How Joyce Kilmer came up with "Trees" (and you aren't going to guess)
Fire Fighting and Emergency Medical Services:
1. Calculating friction loss, flow, and nozzle reaction in the fire service
2. Solving Water Flow problems using Electric Circuit Theory
3. A simple way to predict the flow from a centrifugal pump
2. A graph of the Henderson - Hasselbalch Equation
Latin:
1. How to Read It and How to Write It using a unique "Color Coded" approach
2. How to Speak It
And More.
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